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Date of Birth: 26 February 1916, Bushwick, Brooklyn, New York City, New York, USA: Date of
Death: 24 June 1987, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA (colon and liver cancer). Jackie Gleason,
Actor: Jackie Gleason: American Scene Magazine. Comedian, actor, composer and conductor,
educated in New York public schools. He was a master of. Endlessly rerun and committed to
memory by legions who were yet to be born when the shows were initially telecast in 1955 and
’56, the “Classic 39” episodes of.
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Walter Stone A.J. Russell Herbert Finn Leonard Stern Sydney Zelinka: Directed by
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STARS, THEY WATCH TV JUST LIKE US! Celebrity High-Five: Futurama's Billy West on His 5
Favorite TV Shows. The voice behind many of Futurama's characters shares his.
Jackie Gleason was dubbed 'The Great One,' and this classic sitcom shows why. These
wonderfully timeless episodes . Although "The Honeymooners" is one of the best remembered
comedy highlights of TV's golden age,. . Jackie Gleason . Cavalcade of Stars evolved into The
Jackie Gleason Show in 1952, and Gleason continued the sketches. In a departure from most TV
shows of the time, The Honeymooners was filmed in front of a live .
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Endlessly rerun and committed to memory by legions who were yet to be born when the shows
were initially telecast in 1955 and ’56, the “Classic 39” episodes of. Date of Birth: 26 February
1916, Bushwick, Brooklyn, New York City, New York, USA: Date of Death: 24 June 1987, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, USA (colon and liver cancer). The Honeymooners: "Classic 39" Episodes
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The Honeymooners; Genre: Sitcom: Created by: Jackie Gleason: Written by: Marvin Marx
Walter Stone A.J. Russell Herbert Finn Leonard Stern Sydney Zelinka: Directed by Endlessly
rerun and committed to memory by legions who were yet to be born when the shows were
initially telecast in 1955 and ’56, the “Classic 39” episodes of.
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Cavalcade of Stars evolved into The Jackie Gleason Show in 1952, and Gleason continued the
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of a live .
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STARS, THEY WATCH TV JUST LIKE US! Celebrity High-Five: Futurama's Billy West on His 5
Favorite TV Shows. The voice behind many of Futurama's characters shares his.
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Although "The Honeymooners" is one of the best remembered comedy highlights of TV's golden
age,. . Jackie Gleason . Jackie Gleason was dubbed 'The Great One,' and this classic sitcom
shows why. These wonderfully timeless episodes .
Celebrity Lie / Celebrity Paradox: A Jackie Gleason Show sketch (later redone in one of the '70s
color specials) has Ralph claiming he knows Gleason and can book him. The Flintstones;
Genre: Animated Sitcom: Created by: William Hanna Joseph Barbera: Directed by: William
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